CLASS NOTES
Class- III

Topic- PT3 REVISION
WORKSHEET

Sub- English
Note- This worksheet is just for practice. There is no need to write in notebook.
Picture Comprehension
Look at the picture carefully and answer the questions that follow:

Q1. The above picture shows a _________ scene.
A. city
B. village
C. hospital
D. bank
Q2. There is a _____sitting on the branch of a tree.
A. squirrel
B. monkey
C. owl
D. cheetah

Q3. How many people are there in the picture?
A. fourteen
B. fifteen
C. sixteen
D. seventeen
Q4. How many people are sailing in the boat ?
A. One
B. Two
C. Three
D. Four
Q5. Fill in the blanks:
Above the ______ Sea, four dragons were playing ___________.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Northern/ chain
Western/ hopscotch
Southern/dog and the bone
Eastern/ hide-and-seek

Q6. The _______ decided to bring rain to the people on Earth.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Jade emperor
Sea God
dragons
river

Q7. Give synonym of SOBER.
A. super
B. growl
C. serious
D. insane
Q8. "The disobedient dragons took water from my sea. They have sent rain to the people."
Who said the above sentence?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Dragons
People on Earth
The Jade emperor
The Sea God

Q9. Where did Peter Rabbit hide?
A. under Farmer Brown’s hat

B. under the table
C. behind the curtain
D. over Farmer Brown’s hat
Q. 10. Who is the poet sticking her tongue out at?
A. a merchant
B. a sailor
C. a gardener
D. a friend
Q11. What were the people on the Earth doing?
A. praying for rain
B. dancing
C. singing
D. eating
Q12. What’s the poet going to ‘whoosh’ on?
A. a magic carpet
B. a magic wand
C. an airplane
D. a car
Q13. Tick the correct meaning of the highlighted word.
He darted away along one of his own special little paths through the Old Briar-patch.
A. pointed at
B. knocked the door
C. dared
D. moved away quickly
Q. 14. Tick the correct meaning of the highlighted word.
Reddy Fox thought there was something fishy.
A. Ready Fox had eaten fish.
B. The place smelled of fish.
C. There was something mysterious about the incident.
D. There were fish all around.
Q15. Choose the correct synonym of HUNGRY:
A. angry
B. ignore
C. starved
D. knowledge
Q16. Choose the correct antonym of PUNISH:
A. old

B. polish
C. scold
D. reward
Q17. Choose the correct adjective for the noun to describe the character of the story "The
Four Dragons."
PEOPLE
A. hungry
B. coward
C. selfish
D. unkind
Q 18. Choose the correct adjective for the noun to describe the character of the story "THE
Four Dragons."
DRAGON
A.
B.
C.
D.

selfish
angry
unkind
helpful

Q19. Choose the right pair of synonyms:
A. distracted/attentive
B. upset/happy
C. request/plead
D. fearless/cowardly
Q20. Choose the correct adjective to make adjective-noun collocation:
The ____ lady was speaking to the _____dragon.
A.
B.
C.
D.

cold/attentive
rectangular/small
old/kind
dry/smooth

Q21. Find out the time of action in the following sentence.
Radha is going to meet her friend on Sunday.
A. Present
B. Past
C. Future
D. Not defined
Q22. Fill in the blanks :

Hema and Raghu _____ friends.
A. is
B. was
C. are
D. am
Q23. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of verb:
That cow ____ a long tail.
A. was
B. has
C. have
D. were
Q24. Change the verb from present to past form:
The teachers take attendance during assembly.
A. The teachers are taking attendance during assembly.
B. The teachers were taking attendance during assembly.
C. The teacher takes attendance during assembly.
D. The teachers took attendance during assembly.
Q25. Write the missing verb (past form) in the blank.
The girl ______ merrily.

A.
B.
C.
D.

chasing
chased
loving
danced

Q. 26. Write a paragraph on the topic given below.
Children’s Day
Q27. What do you think of Peter Rabbit? Was he naughty or mean? Was he clever or evil?

